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1st edition cover of Benteng Digital cover - Indonesian version of course many already know that Dan Brown is a famous American writer. His two most famous books are The Da Vinci Code (April 2003) and Angel and Demons (2000), shot in 2006 and 2009 respectively. Each of them raised the same character, Robert Langdon, and also of the Catholic
Church. However, few people know that there is a previous book published in 1998, namely Digital Fortress with its translation is Benteng Digital. The genre is also not far from the previous one, namely mystery and thriller, with completely different characters and backgrounds. The novel follows an NSA deputy director, Stratmore, who is initially at a loss of
stopping the NSA's largest code finder, transltr, from continuing to shoot for nearly 18-20 hours. While usually this TRANSLTR machine only works about 6-10 minutes. What is it? Is it caused by a virus, human error, or is there another cause? In fact, the security system here is always guaranteed. As a result, Stratmore called on the head of cryptography,
Susan Fletcher, to find the root cause. It turns out that there is a mysterious code that was designed by Ensei Tankado to own the system so that transltr continues to rotate to find the code. He was previously an employee and was not well treated by the NSA. He therefore threatened with the mysterious code in order to reveal to the public that the
TRANSLTR supercomputer was not a failed product. To prevent national security from being threatened, Stratmore and Fletcher went to great lengths to find the key to keeping state data to the public. This is where the adventure begins, Stratmore calls on Fletcher's fiancée, David Becker, to find the opening key in Spain to stop the TRANSLTR rotation.
Unlike the two novels above that show the adventures only on the side of Robert Langdon, in this novel Dan Brown presents two adventures on Becker's side in Spain and on the side of the nsa body in America. Few settings are displayed anyway. Although said two countries, but the displacement of the figures is not very important. In America itself, the
movement of figures is only in the NSA building, while in Spain the movement of figures is much around Spain and certainly in line with the death pick-up. However, if you are used to reading two of Dan Brown's works above, then the reader can certainly think of the perpetrator of the murder who is not far from the characters who played a role in it. Dan
Brown also played an anagram that he also played in his The Da Vinci Code. It was announced in 2014 that the book would be made a series of films even was named but so far, the author has not discovered if this is true prosesnya. Fortress Data Services (FDS) is a leading banking partner that transforms the regional economy and community. We aim to
co-create value for financial institutions in Asia by providing the solutions needed to succeed in the digital age. READ MORE Finding the right solution We offer revolutionary products and services to achieve transformation We create meaningful consumer experiences We stand apart by helping our customers grow at a faster and more sustainable pace. Our
customers are our partners and we are always ready to invest in their growth and share risk. Our approach We aim to co-create value and are willing to share the risks for financial institutions in Asia with the solutions needed to succeed in the digital age. Our MEET US business model Uncertain about how digitization can boost your business? or confused
about the best strategy to grow? Talk to our sales manager now. WE are an ecosystem-based connector and service provider based in Indonesia with a regional presence, local implementation and support in South and Southeast Asia, including countries such as the Philippines, Myanmar and Bangladesh. READ MORE Latest previews All the latest views,
news and updates FDS Insights Banks have always been the first users of the technology, no matter how careful they often have to... FDS Insights AI promises to be the next user conversational interface that integrates with your... FDS Insights At Temenos, we talk a lot about building digital banking solutions to help financial organizations... FDS: Your
Trusted Temenos combines a full range of Temenos services, including strategy formulation, scope and business vision, business and benefit analytics, target operating model design, package implementation, integration, data migration, testing and multi-site deployment. Digital Fortress PengarangDan BrownNegaraAmerika SerikatBahasaBahasa
InggrisGenreFiksi ilmiah, Techno-thrillerPenerbitSt. Martin's PressTanggal rilis1998Jenis mediaPrint (Hardback and Paperback)ISBN0-312-26312-0 Digital Fortress adalah buku karya novelis Amerika Serikat Dan Brown yang diterbitkan pada tahun 1998 oleh penerbit St. Martin's Press (ISBN 0-312-26312-0). Ringkasan cerita Susan Fletcher adalah
matematikawan jenius yang bekerja sebagai kepala divisi kriptografi National Security Agency (NSA). Fletcher berhadapan dengan kode yang tidak bisa dipecahkan oleh komputer super NSA. Kode ini ditulis oleh Ensei Tankado, kriptografer Jepang mantan The NSA, which is unhappy with the ways the NSA spies on people's privacy. Tankado sold the code
on his website, and threatened to have his friend distribute the code for free if he was killed. Tankado was later found to have been killed in Seville, Spain. Fletcher and his fiancee, David Becker, a linguists with eidetic memories, had to find a way to stop the stop this code. This article related to the book is a heel. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.lbs
Obtained from Mizanstore.com, a reliable and comprehensive online bookstore Mizanstore.com is a trusted online bookstore that provides a selection of the latest, best and most comprehensive books of all publishers in Indonesia. Types of books intended include novels, short stories, poetry collections, encyclopedias, comic books, board books and toy
books. Categories include Religion and Spirituality, Language Books, Education and Support Lessons, Biographies and Memoirs, Children's Books, Import Books, Economics, Business and Finance, Fiction Books, Entertainment Books, Arts and Culture, Books on Health and Beauty, Comics and Graphic Novels, Computer and Technology Books, Culinary
Books, Non-Fiction Books, Book and Family Books, Books of Travel, Books of Psychology and Self-Development, Books of Science and Nature, Books of Literature and Philosophy, Books of History, Social, Politics and Law, and many other Our mizan engagement group has a vision of creating a civilized and prosperous society within the framework of
diversity focused on progress. To achieve this vision, Mizan Group's mission is to spread wisdom to Indonesians and the peoples of the world through illuminating content. Mizanstore.com as part of the Mizan Group is committed to providing the best service, especially when it comes to accessing the quality books that readers need. We believe that the ease
of quick access to quality reading that we provide as well as a comfortable online book shopping experience, can increase interest in reading books that are still minimal in Indonesia. Best Price All books available in Mizanstore.com on average at least 15% cheaper than the price you usually find in conventional bookstores. Additional discounts may also
apply if there are pre-orders, promotions from issuers and promotions Mizanstore.com. The ease of payment Mizanstore.com as an online bookstore provides the best service facilities with a variety of reliable payment options. You can buy books online by choosing one of the six easiest payment methods available Mizanstore.com your booking transaction.
1. Credit Card 2. Internet banking 3. Electronic currency (Mandiri e-cash, CIMB Clicks, BCA Klik Pay) 4. Transfer between banks to BCA and Mandiri 5 accounts. Indomaret 6. Cooperation Publishers throughout Indonesia Mizanstore.com is a trusted online bookstore that provides a full selection of products because we work with all publishers in Indonesia.
Buy books online at Mizanstore with a complete collection of the list of major publishers, namely Mizan Publisher, Bentang Pustaka, Noura Books Publishing, Publishing, Main Library, Gagasmedia, Bukune, Mediakita, Elex Media Komputindo, Pelangi Mizan, DAR! Mizan, Panasdalam Publishing, PastelBooks, Muffin Graphic, Expose, Republika Publisher,
Grasindo, Kompas Book Publisher, BIP, M C, Transmedia, Visimedia, Ruangkata, Demedia, Kawanpustaka, Pandamedia, C Media, Qultummedia, Bukukita, and many others. Therefore, we Mizanstore.com all products available in the original Mizanstore.com books, not the pirated books. Danbrown.comDigital Fortress is a technological thriller by Dan Brown
and is the first novel by code author Davinci. Digital Fortress was first published in 1997. Digital Fortress tells the story of the NSA (National Security Agency) and its role in maintaining America's security against cyberattacks. The NSA is the most secretive and billion-dollar agency of its facilities. The NSA is home to the best cryptographer in the world. Every
year, the NSA recruits the smartest students from the best campuses and pays huge salaries just to ensure America's digital sovereignty. The NSA is not only responsible for thwarting plans for attacks, terrorism, drug trafficking or human trafficking. More than that, the NSA protects the most secret data of the U.S. government such as the latest weapons
plan, a map of U.S. military activity, to a list of intelligence agencies in different countries. In this digital age, the plan of attack, terrorism, drug trafficking or the sale of human beings is made in the dimension of the coded Internet. Nsa cracks thousands of passwords every day using multi-billion dollar TRANSLTR supercomputers. TRASNLTR is also equipped
with the highest security system to secure the most secret U.S. data. TRANSLTR has sparked protests from its best employee Ensei Tankado. A Japanese genius who opposed the hiring of TRANSLTR also meant exploiting people's email and privacy data on the Internet. The national security reasons were unacceptable, so he decided to leave the NSA.
The problem begins when the codebreaker machine that is tested for reliability faces a mysterious code/access code that cannot be solved. The NSA is being held hostage by a code so complex that it threatens not only important U.S. data, but also entirely U.S. intelligence. What happens if this latest weapons plan goes to the terrorists when the intelligence
is no longer able to thwart their movements? How are you doing? Please read on :) yourself the story of this novel is hard to guess. Dan Brown is piaway describing the grey area personal freedom and national security. The technical terms on the digital world and passwords are discussed will be something to follow. Brown provides simple password
resolution concepts and ways. The Director of the National Safety Institute commented on the book as Closer to than anyone could have imagined. Although they were drafted in 1997, cybersecurity and privacy issues are still relevant today. Enough read during Ramadan as an interses reading Al-Quran :)Judul: Digital FortressPage: 570Rating: 8.3 8.3
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